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Across  
  

1 Infinitely repeating image due to the whole 34 Biblical home of Job 

 being included as a detail in itself such as the 35 Adam Troy (initials) 
 Stefaneschi Triptych of Giotto (1302) or 36 Industrial region in West Germany destroyed 

 Ummagumma album cover of Pink Floyd  by British in Operation Chastise with famous 

 (1969) (named after brand of Dutch cocoa  “bouncing bombs” of Barnes Wallis 
 with illustration on tin) (6, 6) 39 Popular name of modernist sculpture Vault by 

10 European Enlightenment or Eazy-E (initials)  Ron Robertson-Swann removed in disgrace  

11 German Cold War Soviet satellite state  from City Square in 1978 after display of 
12 Onomatopoeic word for bleat  aesthetic outrage from Melburnians (initials) 

13 Female lead role in Der fliegende Holländer 40 A baptized child which dies within its first  

 by Richard Wagner with moving ballad  month named after the white mantle used at 
15 One of the twelve tribes of Israel rewarded   baptism and after death as a shroud 

 for especial zeal in conquest of Canaan with  42 μ 

 large territory east of the Jordan 43 Excellent fabric store in Lygon Street, East  
17 Danny Zuko or Dr. Zaius (initials)  Brunswick with distinctive retro logo on bag 

18 Sitting around doing nothing 44 German artist known for enormous paintings  

19 Greek Bronze Age city with famous lion gate  of stick figures surrounded by scrawls which  
21 Grammatical article in English denoting a   look like anyone could have done it 

 thing already mentioned, implied or otherwise 46 Bavarian village known for famous decennial 

 presumed familiar to listeners or readers  Passion Play (and woodcarving) 
23 Affectionate Australian hypocorism 

 

Down 
24 Bible book which begins “Everything is so 

 meaningless. The Teacher says that it is all a  1 “Go placidly amid the noise and haste” 1927 
 waste of time!” (in Holy Bible: Easy-to-Read   inspirational prose poem by Max Ehrmann 

 Version)  recited by talk show host Les Crane in 1971  

29 Salty fish eggs enjoyed by Greeks  spoken-word hit single (also Leonard Nimoy  

30 Extract metal from ore with heat  as Spock Thoughts) 

31 Richard Evans (initials)  2 Iconic New York hipster (Metal Machine  

32 Italian saint and martyr beheaded by Romans   Music etc.) 
 for purity with baroque cathedral in Piazza  3 Jewish village in Eastern Europe or Russia 

 Navona containing skull  4 McMahon, Koch, Snowden, Wood, Mister 

 

5.3 (contd.) 
 

Down (contd.)  
  

5 Possessing a dark, confronting quality, often 20 Weapon used in conjunction with trident and 

 alluding fearlessly to uncomfortable truths   dagger by retiarius gladiator on epic theatre 
 such as in a Nick Cave song 22 Nazi leader imprisoned by British in 1941 

6 Infinitely repeating geometrical form due to   (after abortive mission to broker peace) then 

 component parts being the same as the whole  Russians in 1946 (after Nuremberg verdict)  
 which looks like paisley  until death by strangulation in 1987 

7 Veteran US actor known for roles as Marty,  25 Small component in large machine 

 “Fatso”Judson, Roo, Major General Worden, 26 The room where the Last Supper took place 
 Dutch Engstrom and Quinton McHale (also  27 Iran embargo or Internet Explorer (initials) 

 unnamed centurian in Bible story whose sick 28 Nightmarish Japanese ritual suicide 

 sex-slave was healed by Jesus in mini-series)  33 Air 
 (initials) 37 “I’ll stay on the bus, forget about … Put the  

8 Dead body, corpse  blame on me” Tie a Yellow Ribbon Round  

9 Subdue by non-lethal electric shock utilizing  the Ole Oak Tree 
 controversial US law enforcement pain  38 “There is always …. Until they are ready to  

 compliance device (“Don’t ... me, bro!”)  bring us to the cemetery and bury us” 

14 New Labour or Nathan Leopold (initials)  Vladimir Putin 
16 Lurid, populist Nazi-era tabloid published by  39 “No man does it all by himself / I said, young  

 Julius Streicher known for vehemently   man, put your pride on the shelf etc.” Village 

 anti-Semitic editorials and cartoons (invoked   People song with touching vision of human 
 to impugn motives of cartoonists critical of   solidarity (not In the Navy) 

 Israel such as Leunig) (3, 7) 41 Roller Girls of the Apocalypse (abbrev.) 

19 18th century scientific theory also known as 43 Initials shared by greatly loved creators of 
 animal magnetism which claimed animate   Jane Eyre and The Gong Show 

 beings inc. humans, animals and vegetables 45 Nazi Germany or Noel (or Norm) Gallagher  

 possess an invisible natural force named   (initials) 
 lebensmagnetismus in the form of “magnetic    

 fluid” which could be used therapeutically   

 by a “magnetizer” (discredited)  15 May 2018 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


